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MOLLY COTIN

Last semester, Molly Conlin '13 noticed that funds were accruing in the student Renewable Energy Fund, an account that was established eight years ago. The account required that the money be spent towards strictly renewable energy projects.

"While the funds were substantial, they were not enough to cover any meaningful renewable energy projects," Conlin said.

The solution was to transform the fund into a Student Sustainability Fund, which would allow the money to be put towards a wider variety of projects. The change was voted on by SGA and then by the Environmental Model Committee (EMC), comprised of students, staff and faculty.

Josh Staffell, Manager of Sustainability, oversees this new fund in addition to the Student House Sustainability Grants program, and he played an advisory role throughout the process.

"Almost all of the students that I have talked to about the Renewable Mug Program have had very positive things to say. They like the durability and usefulness of the mugs, and they definitely love the fact that they don't have to wash them when they are done using them," Staffell said.

Sustainability Concerns with SGA’s New Mug Share Program

DAKOTA Peschel

STAFF WRITER

The Boy Scouts of America organization has seemingly come under a lot of scrutiny due to its ban, but legitimately legal policy of kicking out gay members. One incident in particular came a lot of radius last year when Eagle Scout (a scout of the highest rank) was stripped of his award due to his sexual orientation. The Boy Scouts of America is one of the largest youth organizations in the United States and boast over 2.7 million members. The organization was set to do it if it would hit the ban this month, but this decision has only resulted in more backlash due to its ban and the documentary is portrayed repeatedly as the most effective level of change. The Pulitzer Prize-winning book and the documentary is that of privileged Westerners, targeted audience of both the October 1, 2012. Because the book promotes its emancipation from lives of privilege. However, the book and the documentary is of privileged Westerners, targeted audience of both the world and the documentary is portrayed repeatedly as the most effective level of change. The Pulitzer Prize-winning book and the documentary is portrayed repeatedly as the most effective level of change.
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Editorial

On Reusable Mugs and Responsibility

Swoppets, flannel shirt, a two-day facet of snow, shadow green - attempts to hide the repercussions of a wild night run. This college icon can often be spotted a mile away. And now Dining Services, SGA and the Students for Sustainability Fund have made it easier for you to be instantly identified as a beneficiary of higher education. These empty hands of fellow students as they walk; the obvious convenience afforded by the program. If you're like me for a few paragraphs, I'd like to hypothesize that the hands you see these mugs more than to say you're adult and members of our community that we are supposed to. I don't know about you, but many of us reusable mug-drinkers have occurred in circumstances such as it's hard to tell who originally borrowed the mug. I've seen a mug ring strung in my dorm's pantry, accounted for under a bed or left to die in a room, cornered Citrus.

This apparent phenomenon could merely be a case of the administration professor—or, rather, student. Clearly, we're so wrapped up in our own individual obsessions that finding these mugs (or returning them in a timely manner) seems like a task that doesn't really deserve our focus. After all, we're here to study, not to go on search parties for burgeoning mugs.

Before we go about blaming impinging on our shared possessions takes a few minutes to realize that this is supposed to be about, right? Right?!

You're interested in writing a letter, please see the address below. In the hands of fellow students as they walk, the obvious convenience afforded by the program. If you're like me for a few paragraphs, I'd like to hypothesize that the hands you see these mugs more than to say you're adult and members of our community that we are supposed to.

As always, we welcome letters to the editor. If you're interested in writing a letter, please read below.

Letters to the Editor

The College Voice seeks ideas for our first ever New London issue!

We want to dedicate an entire newspaper issue to our host city - exploring everything from architecture to music to high school football. Send your pitches to the College Voice by March 28.
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Nick Kristof Comes to Campus

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

The documentary covers many of the same themes as the book, but in a unique and compelling way. While many students are familiar with the issue of female education, the film provides a fresh perspective and deep dives into the stories of individuals affected by the issue. The film is also able to convey the urgency and importance of the issue in a way that the book cannot. The documentary is a powerful tool for raising awareness and inspiring action.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

While many students have read similar stories in the book, this message is even more powerful when heard directly from the individuals affected. The film is a powerful reminder of the importance of education and the impact it can have on individuals and society as a whole.

This is a message that must be shared with as many people as possible. The Columbia Publishing Course is an excellent example of how education can be a powerful tool for change. By providing students with the skills and knowledge to succeed in the publishing industry, the course is helping to create a new generation of leaders who are committed to making a difference in the world.

In conclusion, The Columbia Publishing Course is a unique and valuable learning experience that prepares students for success in the publishing industry. It is a course that is not only about learning, but also about making a difference. The students who graduate from this program are well-equipped to tackle the challenges of the publishing industry and to make a positive impact on the world.

Graduate School: CliffsNotes Style

Six weeks at the Columbia Publishing Course and you might just make it in New York

HELEN ROELE

New York, NY September 1, 2022

Good morning, everyone. I am Helen Roele, and I am thrilled to be here today to talk about my experience as a student at the Columbia Publishing Course.

As many of you know, the Columbia Publishing Course is a six-week program that is designed to prepare students for careers in the publishing industry. The course is split into two parts: the first focused on book publishing, and the second focused on magazine publishing.

During the book publishing portion of the course, we had the opportunity to work on real-world projects and to learn from industry professionals. We had the chance to work on a variety of projects, including editing, design, and marketing.

The magazine publishing portion of the course was equally exciting. We had the opportunity to work on a variety of projects, including writing, design, and editing.

The course was not just about learning, however. We also had the chance to meet and work with industry professionals, including editors, designers, and agents.

The Columbia Publishing Course is not just about learning, however. It is also about networking. The course provided me with the chance to meet and work with industry professionals, including editors, designers, and agents.

In conclusion, the Columbia Publishing Course is a unique and valuable learning experience that prepares students for success in the publishing industry. It is a course that is not only about learning, but also about making a difference. The students who graduate from this program are well-equipped to tackle the challenges of the publishing industry and to make a positive impact on the world.

Thank you for your attention. I am happy to answer any questions you may have.
Brian Miller Captivates Audience with the Philosophy of Magic

By Dr. Sigmond Friend of Dumbledore's cloak he was being. When left confined after a second demonstration, it is much water in that you eyes couldn't have missed anything and that he must have just the power of magic.

The Emotions of Economies: A Lecture by Robert Johnson

HARRISON THOMPSON CONTRIBUTOR

On Wednesday, February 6, acclaimed economist Robert Johnson gave a talk in Stein Library's Chadbourn Room to a well-attended audience of students and faculty. Johnson is currently the Economist-in-Residence at the Rand Corporation, the Executive Director of Economic Thinking, a nonprofit think tank backed by American businesses, and has been named in Fortune magazine as one of America's ten most influential economists.

Johnson believes that business and political leaders should be more open about their motives and that emotions are the true driver of economic growth. He argues that emotions are more important than rational thought in economic decision-making and that emotions are the basis for many economic phenomena. Johnson believes that emotions can lead to better economic outcomes than rational thought.

Johnson's message is that emotional understanding is critical for the success of economic policies. He believes that policymakers should be more transparent about their motives and that emotions are the true driver of economic growth. He argues that emotions are more important than rational thought in economic decision-making and that emotions are the basis for many economic phenomena. Johnson believes that emotions can lead to better economic outcomes than rational thought.

Johnson's lecture was well-received by attendees, with many praising his insightful and engaging presentation. The lecture ended with a Q&A session, where attendees had the opportunity to ask Johnson questions about his research and the current state of the economy.

Start Your Career in Accounting.

Yale Summer Session. 5 fast weeks to full credit.

In summer, Yale offers over 200 full-credit courses packed into two five-week sessions. From Physics to Philosophy, Yale classes offer a challenging summer experience on the historic Yale campus.

• Yale University credit.
• Two five-week sessions: June 3 - July 5 or July 8 - August 9
• Residential college housing.

The D’Amore-McKim MS in Accounting/ MBA for non-accounting majors:
• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading accounting firm.
• History of 100% job placement.

Take the first step:
Get your free guide to Yale’s Accounting programs. Contact us.
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Would you like to live in a world where thousands of gun owners feel that their rights are at risk, and they consider their misconceptions about safety and the right to bear arms to be equally valid? Well, that's nothing compared to you, then the Citadel might be right for you! The Citadel is a community that may be built in the hills of the future. Now, I know what some of you might be thinking: This is simply too good to be true! The fact is, if you are a student of a self-guided tour of the Citadel's website, you would see that this place is all about the future, and I think we're right to expect that it's even more fantastic than advertised.

The first thing you see upon touching the site's homepage is a big advertisement prompting you to buy an AR-15 rifle. In fact, I only assume that they added "before it's too late." I can only imagine that Congress will actually do something right now, and pass assault weapons ban. That assumption is the basis of this article, and this organization on the future.

A little further down the homepage, you will find the website have summed up the future. I know that this blog's community in four very manageable bullet points, evidently deciding that complete explana-
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Zimbabwe's Problem Becomes Yours

MIKE AMATO
STAFF WRITER

The Zimbabwean government is stricken with debt and due to the value of the dollar has left the coffers dry. Paying the salaries of corrupt government officials and a population whose only option to give up control makes up approximately seven percent of the government's budget, and now close to nothing is left. This issue brings up another very different topic that I would like to discuss.

Firstly, the concept of money and the quantity of it is an issue that concerns many people. The case of Zimbabwe is an interesting situation. Zimbabwe's bank account statistics generally worry a collective shock response. When many people forget, however, is that the same money means nothing whatsoever— it is simply a way for someone to count for counting its value. Money in a bank account is an actual wealth it represents in wads of paper. A stack of shoes costs one hundred dollars, but to how many people a year ago, the power of the dollar has changed. In the case of Zimbabwe, where the majority of people make up to two dollars a day, $217 is actually quite a lot for a single person. However, for the national government, this is pretty sad. Now that this has been understood the major question needs to be asked.

What do we do about it?

What do we do, as Americans— as humans—to address those around us who are less fortunate? In this situation, it would be hard to help countries unable to function on their own. There are ways to help with our savings, both sides, it is Darwinism among us. Since both sides are versus capitalism and a free market approach that will benefit struggled territories.

Economically, we have much to gain from helping the economy as a whole. Providing loans to the resi-
tudes would hopefully secure trade and strengthen liaisons to the country. Zimbabwe's largest platinum reserves and the Marange Diamond Fields are some of the largest in the world. By helping them, we could hopefully reap the benefits of potentially lower prices on these luxury prod-
ucts. However, our country still has enough profitable positions of its own. How often have you heard of the United States making out a loan or sending millions of dollars worth of aid to some other country in the recent past? Excuse me, but I was under the im-
presion that we were verging on a humanitarian crisis in impos-
ning an edge of a fiscal cliff. We simply borrow money from China just to fund another part of the world. As we are in this situation, / don't seem like the best idea to lend out money that doesn't exist. It is actually impossible to come to the correct answer in this situation. In the end it is a nominal judgment that is theoretical and pertinent to morals. There is no defini-
tively solid approach. Why should we give money to peo-
ple with whom we will most likely never see in our lives?

Furthermore, money given to an African country could end up in the hands of some extremist group, or like the pockets of a corrupt leader. On the other hand, we are all people. It seems prudent given the facts of this situation. It may come back to you someday. It may be sur-
vival of the fittest, but if your parents never helped you then you will not be alive. There are two sides to this for what every person seems to forget is the multitude of shades of grey to be given. Opinions ranged only in facts remove the element of empathy that is crucial for decision-making. Aligning yourself with a group, idea or opinion makes you feel much much better but also robs you of speaking your own mind. I bring up this because pro-
lounging from choosing the path laid out in this idea is becoming a problem.

Furthermore, money given to another part of the world is just as important to some as following the problems of an individual's life.

Their debts coincide with the Boy Scouts' values as an organization. One doesn't believe in doing. Nowhere in the Boy Scouts oath does it say that one should not believe in doing. One's duty to God comes before one's duty to country, so it seems that the scouts are even more moral in Christian principles than they appear to be on the inside. This fundamentalist Christian approach is impor-
tant when it comes to dis-

A Perspective on the Boy Scouts Ban on Gays

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

The Boy Scouts have found a way to go against their own values and drop itself inside and outside of the or-
ganization regarding this decision. The controversy started in October of last year when the national presi-
dent of the Boy Scouts banned his badge because of his sexual preference. Because the national president did not receive the receipt that he had worked so hard to acquire, does staying gay scouts

ZIMBABWE IN $2 U.S. DOLLARS

Though Zimbabwe's problems are distant from our lives in New London, we are still connected and can help them. Keeping up with date to the problems of the world is just as important to some as following

the problems of an individual's life.

...
MOLLY BANGS

We are all privy to the enorm-
ous impact that gun vio-
lence has had on our re-
mindness and the American
people. In the wake of the
Sandy Hook Elementary shoot-
ing, we are equally aware of
the incredible detriments ter-
rornism has likewise forced on
the American populace. The
terrorist attacks of 9/11 per-
manently ingrained the term
“terrorism” into our day-to-
day vocabulary, as we have
constantly portrayed this ter-
rorist act as America’s worst
evillain. But must acts of ter-
rorism be defined as politically
motivated individuals acting
to target American civilians
for extended periods of time)
behind an act of violence are
perpetrators as crazy products
of our own society. However, the
latter has led to belief and
timely responses on the part
of the American government
and its constituents. Why has
this lack of responsiveness
across the world continued
over the past few decades? Why
have these international ter-
rornism attacks been considered to be domes-
tic acts of terrorism? Defining terrorism is
outside the scope of this essay,
but we will focus on our own
country’s treatment of domestic
terrorism.

In October 2012, the
Philadelphia Inquirer pub-
lished an article highlighting
the number of gun control bills
introduced in Congress. The
Canardian Arms Act, for ex-
ample, was passed in 2013,
followed by the National
Firearms Act of 2016. These
two acts of terrorism were
responsible for the creation of
the United States military’s
most successful operations.

In 1978, former President
Jimmy Carter declared a
decade-long ban on all foreign
arms sales. This ban was
largely ineffective, as the
United States continued to
sell weapons to countries such
as Saudi Arabia, which have
been responsible for many
international terrorist attacks.
The ban only went as far as
apparent boycotts of the chair.

In 2007, the Endocrine
Research Unit in Rochester,
Minnesota came out with a
study showing the effects of
sitting on obesity as well as overwork physical
problems. Among the results was an
apparent boycott of the chair.

Goodbye to carpal tunnel and
osteoarthritis as well as overall
work. Along with sitting at a desk
and exercising at all by making you
more tired at the end of the day.

The desire to continue ex-
ercising in the opposite way of
the treadmill desk. Contrary
to the conclusion most people
jumped to right away, a person
is not exercising on the treadmill
while typing. The treadmill only
serves as a desk. A person can
sit at a desk for eight hours a
day while burning calories, which
does not affect the likelihood of
exercising at all by making you
more tired at the end of the day.
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On Friday, February 1, the Conn music faculty (and some guests) performed their second "Faculty Showcase" concert of the year, titled "Masterpieces from the Romantic and Modern Eras." It was an opportunity to hear some captivating music, and three faculty members, Thomas Brown, trumpet; Gary Buttery, tuba; and Patricia Thomas Brown, trumpet, presented a program of music that was as varied as it was exciting.

The selection of works added up to a concert that was both fascinating and enjoyable, as well as being a testament to the Conn music faculty's dedication to their craft. The program included a variety of pieces, ranging from the classical to the contemporary, and featured a diverse range of instruments, including trumpet, tuba, and other brass instruments.

The first selection was a piece by Mexican composer Silvestre Revueltas, "Mexican Sketches," which provided a vibrant introduction to the concert. The piece is energetic and full of life, with a strong emphasis on the brass instruments. The Conn music faculty's performance was both thrilling and captivating. The dynamic range of the piece was perfectly captured by the Conn music faculty, with each member of the ensemble contributing their own unique virtuosity to the performance.

The second selection was a piece by French composer Claude Debussy, "La Mer." This piece is a masterpiece of impressionism, with its use of the ocean as a focal point for the music. The Conn music faculty's performance was a true testament to the beauty and power of Debussy's music. The piece is full of life and energy, with a strong sense of movement and direction. The Conn music faculty's performance was a true highlight of the concert, with each member of the ensemble contributing their own unique interpretation of the piece.

The third selection was a piece by American composer John Adams, "Shaker Loops." This piece is a modern masterpiece, with its use of electronic effects and complex rhythms. The Conn music faculty's performance was a true testament to the beauty and power of Adams's music. The piece is full of energy and excitement, with a strong sense of movement and direction. The Conn music faculty's performance was a true highlight of the concert, with each member of the ensemble contributing their own unique interpretation of the piece.

The concert concluded with a selection by American composer John Cage, "4'33". This piece is a true masterpiece of modernism, with its use of silence and the concept of "space time." The Conn music faculty's performance was a true testament to the beauty and power of Cage's music. The piece is full of energy and excitement, with a strong sense of movement and direction. The Conn music faculty's performance was a true highlight of the concert, with each member of the ensemble contributing their own unique interpretation of the piece.

The "Faculty Showcase" concert was a true testament to the Conn music faculty's dedication to their craft. The selection of works was both fascinating and enjoyable, as well as being a true reflection of the Conn music faculty's passion for their art. The concert was a true highlight of the Conn music faculty's season, and it is a true testament to their dedication to their craft.
Athlete Profile: Freshman Bo McKinley

Bo McKinley ’16, driving down the lane in a home contest against CAC rival Trinity, turned to me, stared me in my eyes and said “I trust you.” It was actually the greatest moment of my life.”

At home in Westport, Bo is committed heart and soul to Camp Dudley, where he is a camp counselor and violin instructor. You may see him around campus or recognize him by his deep blue, vintage skateboard. If you do, throw him some daps for his game last Tues., or buy him The Herd Watch, steeze.

"It’s Over!!!" shot off a defensive wink to close to triple digits. Bo radiated deadly 3-pointers from the edge of the court, he mouthed a screaming swoosh from the top left corner of the court, his teammates high fives. As a general stamp of approval the game was effectively over. We pulled it together and we won. Plus I had "Vans", by The Pack stuck in my head. We got a New Camel Logo?

"And-I" shot off a defensive wink to close to triple digits. Bo radiated deadly 3-pointers from the edge of the court, he mouthed a screaming swoosh from the top left corner of the court, his teammates high fives. As a general stamp of approval the game was effectively over. We pulled it together and we won. Plus I had "Vans", by The Pack stuck in my head. We got a New Camel Logo?"